studio gas fires

a thirty-year history of quality
Gazco is part of the Stovax Group and has been dedicated to the development and manufacture of high quality fires for
over 30 years. Today, the Stovax Group is one of UK’s leading fireplace manufacturers and exports to over 50 countries
worldwide. When you choose Gazco, quality and innovative technology are assured. Our research and development
laboratories are amongst the most advanced in the world, ensuring that the very latest innovations are incorporated into
our appliances. Nothing creates an inviting atmosphere quite like a Gazco fire; as the centrepiece to your home, it will

HIGH
EFFICIENCY

add warmth and character to any room or living space - even if you don’t have a chimney.

Studio 2 Gas Edge with log-effect
fuel bed and Vermiculite lining

studio 2 gas fire
The glass fronted Studio 2 is a high efficiency fire that offers the ideal solution for those looking to make a modern style
statement, yet still wanting to enjoy the heart-warming ambiance associated with a real log fire. This enticing atmosphere is
achieved by the long and lazy flames snaking through highly realistic hand-painted logs beautifully enhanced by an innovative
glowing ember effect, which all combines to provide a warming 5.70kW heat output and the ultimate ‘real fire’ look
The balanced flue Studio 2 comes complete with a Programmable Thermostatic Remote that allows you to operate everything
from ignition to flame height along with timer and thermostatic functions. Studio fires also have a convenient external battery,
meaning that there is no need for mains electric connection. There is, however, a mains adaptor available should you prefer.

styling your studio...
The Studio 2 is as impressive in its styling potential as it is in its heating performance. Installing your fire as a frameless Edge model will
bring a thoroughly contemporary focal point to your room with the beautiful flame picture providing all the aesthetic appeal. To add yet more
visual impact, there is a choice of frames all designed to enrich the clean geometric form of the Studio 2. Opt for the timeless styling of the
Profil with either an Anthracite or Polished Stainless Steel finish, consider the Expression for a bolder design statement or the Glass for a
sleek, chic and shining focal point!

frame options

‘Frameless’ Edge

Profil - Anthracite

Glass

Profil - Polished Stainless Steel (indent only)

Expression - Graphite

Studio 2 Gas Glass with log-effect
fuel bed and Vermiculite lining

lining options
Further extending its appeal and style options, the Studio 2 has two attractive
lining choices - classic Black Reeded and smart Vermiculite. The Black Reeded
lining offers a striking contrast to the flickering flame, whilst the Vermiculite,
brings a brighter alternative even when the fire is off. Each lining enhances the
overall setting of your new Studio 2 fire whilst offering their own unique and
distinctive finish.
Vermiculite

Black Reeded

Studio 2 Gas Profil with log-effect
fuel bed and Black Reeded lining

Studio Edge & Cool Wall Kits

Full installation information, including the requirement for the use of heat resistant board and
high temperature finishing plaster, can be downloaded from www. castworks.com.au

When using the Edge Kit, the fire is recessed by 20mm from the finished wall surface and the kit is finished in black to complement the
Studio. When the Cool Wall Kit is used, the fire is recessed by 60mm from the finished wall surface and the kit is left unfinished so that it
can be painted to match your decor.
Edge Kit
Installation for studwork
or false chimney breast
application. Convected
heat flows directly out
into room

Cool Wall Kit
Installation for studwork
or false chimney breast
application Convected heat
flows up through an open
channel & can be vented back
into room at a higher point

technical information
The information on this page is to assist you in your choice of a suitable Gazco fire. This is not intended to be all the information
required to install your fire. This can be obtained from your local Gazco retailer or you can download the full installation instructions
from the Castworks website at www.castworks.com.au
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Frame dimensions show overall visible size upon installation.
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Studio 2 - Balanced flue
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The Studio 2 fire is a balanced flue meaning
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Vertical from the top
of the appliance
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completely sealed from the room into which it is
installed (so there are no draughts and heating

Vertical from the top of the appliance then
horizontally out - Studio 2 requires a minimum 700mm
rise from the top of the unit
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efficiency is increased) and a twin-wall pipe vents
directly to an outside wall or through the roof.
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Air for combustion is drawn in through the outer
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pipe whilst the inner pipe removes the combustion
gases to the exterior of the property. Depending
on the fire selected, the twin-walled pipe may exit
horizontally through an external wall or vertically
through the roof. Gazco offers a comprehensive
range of balanced flue system components.
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a chimney is not necessary. The appliance is
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www.gazco.com

Studio 2 Gas Expression with log-effect
fuel bed and Black Reeded lining
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